
Participants & Methods
• Students arriving at UoE from India in 2017 
• Elite English medium education
• Reading passages and diapix task (Baker and Hazan

2009) with facilitator (also student from India) 

Methods: Transcription with ELAN, FAVE align and extract (Rosenfelder
et al 2014). Checking segmentation of experiment words (plus 
FLEECE/IY). F1 and F2 measured at midpoint. Extract with “AE” (not AE 
and AA) and re-code as TRAP and BATH. Tested one speaker extraction 
with AE and AA but no difference. TRAP + “IY” (FLEECE) used for 
normalisation (Fabricius et al 2009). Duration is log 10 transformed.  
12 speakers of SSBE control group, 10 females & 2 males. Lmers with 
F1, F2 and duration as independent variables. Testing interactions with 
word class and factors below. 

Research questions

Is the TRAP-BATH split maintained in elite English 
medium educated Indian English given the lack of 
[ae] and [ɑ] in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian substrates?  
Substrates have [a] only and [ae] in English 
borrowings. Dravidian substrates have vowel 
duration.

1. What is the vowel quality of TRAP and BATH in 
IndE? What factors affect variation in vowel 
quality?

2. What is the assignment of lexemes to the lexical 
sets in IndE? What factors affect lexical 
assignment?

The nature of contact 
• Contact with BrE not direct. RP norm (which has 

BATH-TRAP split) in education and some have 
parents with RP education. 

• Contact with AmE (which is merged) mainly 
through media. 

• Dialect contact (Nycz 2013) suggests that split will 
be acquired in high frequency (HF) words first

Ø If speakers are still influenced by RP, HF BATH 
words will be back

Ø If speakers are influenced by AmE, HF BATH words 
will be fronted (likely to TRAP)

BATH fronting in Asian Englishes
• Evidence of fronting of BATH in HKE (Hansen 

Edwards 2015) and SingE (Tan 2016) but usually 
single tokens which are read e.g. gasp

• BATH fronting among Marathi speakers in Cowie 
and Pande (2017) in low frequency words e.g. 
shaft (low frequency)

• Singaporeans report TRAP-BATH contrast, but 
BATH is more likely to be [ae] depending on travel 
and media consumption (Starr 2019)  

• BATH [ae] as a global variant? (Meyerhoff and 
Niedzielski 2003)

Key findings 

Results
Figure 1: Word class is significant for both groups for 
F1 and F2, but only SSBE has a distinction in duration

Figure 2: Variation in vowel quality among IndE speakers: the 
two extremes 

Figure 3:. Abstract representation of TRAP and BATH 
ellipses (1SD). Means of certain low frequency BATH 
lexemes are in the (centralised) TRAP space. 

SSBE IndE

Figure 4: Low frequency BATH lexemes are fronted and lowered 
(like TRAP) 

Figure 5: BATH is more back for women and TRAP is lower for 
women
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• Elite English-medium educated IndE speakers are only just maintaining a TRAP BATH split in F2, less so in F1, and not duration
• This group variably realise the split (a quarter have no contrast at all, a quarter have complete contrast)
• Level of contrast is affected by gender, and use of  English at home. Women were more oriented to RP (many were English literature students) 

and so were those with English-using parents educated in the RP tradition.  
• BATH is bimodally distributed with back and central values, but TRAP is largely central. Central values indicate substrate influence. 
• High Frequency BATH words are backed (e.g. glass, plant), suggesting continued RP influence. Low frequency BATH words are centralized to 

TRAP (hasp, stance) which may act as a default. Frequent consumers of UK media have BATH further back. 
• Limited evidence of AmE influence, except some fronting of sample (a HF BATH word); one speaker with AmE accent has both vowels fronter

than the TRAP mean. Consumption of US media has no effect. 

Means of BATH lexemes Means of TRAP lexemes

Figure 6: Those who don’t speak English at home 
have less of a contrast between TRAP and BATH


